Nasal passage patency in patients with allergic rhinitis measured by acoustic rhinometry: nasal responses after allergen and histamine provocation.
We investigated nasal passage patency after allergen and histamine provocation in patients with allergic rhinitis by acoustic rhinometry. In total, 75 outpatients with allergic rhinitis were studied. The threshold of nasal hypersensitivity to histamine was measured by the 10 microliters instillation of serial 10-fold dilution in the ipsilateral nasal cavity. Nasal provocation testing to specific antigen was applied to the anterior part of inferior turbinate in bilateral sides in sitting position. Measurement of nasal patency by acoustic rhinometry was repeated three times in each nasal cavity. The minimal cross-sectional area and total volume of nasal cavity were measured in an individual subject. The minimal cross-sectional area and total volume in the histamine challenged-side significantly decreased on the 10(-2), 10(-1), 10(-0) of end point, and up to 30 min after challenge with the threshold dose, but not in the unchallenged side. This means acoustic reflection technique is sensitive at least 100-fold in comparison with classical method like findings by anterior rhinoscopy and symptom scores. Nasal passage patency after bilateral allergen provocation showed predominant in the unilateral side, suggesting the cross over-reflex effects. It was concluded that acoustic rhinometry is one of the highly quantitative and sensitive method which can observe the change of nasal congestion.